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Tj Evolette a
About

TJ Evolette A is unique, customizable,
experimental, fashionable and clean. This
geometric, grotesque and all-caps display
family has seven weights, one basic glyph
set, two integrated and extravagant stylistic sets for the whole alphabet and some
astonishing special characters.
Between the basic glyph set and the two
stylistic sets, the typeface offers innumerable combination possibilities. In its two
sets of alternate characters interpretations
of Art Deco mingle with the straight lines
of ancient runes. This variety encourages
striking editorial and poster design.

TJ Evolette A was designed in 2011 by Timo
Titzmann and Jakob Runge. In 2014 they revisited the typeface with new characters,
broader language support, runic figures,
improved kerning, better weight gradation
and heavier weights.
The common character sets of Central,
Eastern and Western Europe are supported
across all weights, with alternate glyphs
accessible through OpenType layout features.
If you’d like to use this multifarious typeface without OpenType support (perhaps
for web usage) we recommend ‘TJ Evolette
A Mix’. A version with a no-hassle, predefined mix of all of the glyphs.

Design

Timo Titzmann and Jakob Runge in 2011 and 2013

Formats

OTF and TTF for Desktop and Apps, plus WOFF, WOFF2 and EOT for Web

Styles

Hairline
Thin
ExtraLight
Light
Normal
Bold
Black

Language Support
Adobe Latin 3 standard

more than 90 languages: Afar, Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Belarusian, Bislama, Bosnian,
Breton, Catalan, Chamorro, Chichewa, Comorian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch,
Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Fijian, Filipino/Tagalog, Finnish, Flemish, French, Gaelic,
Gagauz, German, Gikuyu, Gilbertese/Kiribati, Haitian-Creole, Hawaiian, Hungarian,
Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Javanese, Kashubian, Kinyarwanda, Kirundi, Latin,
Latvian, Lithuanian, Luba/Ciluba/Kasai, Luxembourgish, Malagasy, Malay, Maltese,
Maori, Marquesan, Moldovan/Romanian, Montenegrin, Nauruan, Ndebele, Norwegian,
Oromo, Palauan/Belauan, Polish, Portuguese, Quechua, Romanian, Romansh, Sami,
Samoan, Sango, Serbian, Sesotho, Setswana, Seychellois-Creole, Swazi, Silesian, Slovak,
Slovenian, Somali, Sorbian, Sotho, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tahitian, Tetum, Tok-Pisin,
Tongan, Tsonga, Tswana, Turkish, Turkmen, Tuvaluan, Uzbek, Wallisian, Walloon, Welsh,
Xhosa, Zulu

More

Free DemoFonts www.typemates.com/fonts/tj-evolette-a#try
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graduation
tJ Evolette A Hairline

TJ Evolette A THin

TJ Evolette A ExtraLight

Tj evolette A Light

TJ Evolette A Normal

TJ Evolette A bold

TJ Evolette a Black
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Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves by
means of mutations, genetic drift and natural
selection. The process of natural selection
is based on three conditions. First, every
individual is supplied with hereditary material
in the form of genes that are received from

Algorithms can perform calculatio
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective met
an algorithm can be expressed withi
a finite amount of space and time an
in a well-defined formal language
for calculating a function. Startin
from an initial state and initial inp
(perhaps empty), the instructions
describe a computation that, when
executed, proceeds through a finite
number of well-defined successive
states, eventually producing “output
and terminating at a final ending
state. The transition from one
state to the next is not necessarily
deterministic; some algorithms,
known as randomized algorithms,
incorporate random input. The con
of algorithm has existed for centur
and the use of the concept can be
ascribed to Greek mathematicians,
e.g. the sieve of Eratosthenes and

Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves by
means of mutations, genetic drift and natural
selection. The process of natural selection
is based on three conditions. First, every
individual is supplied with hereditary material
in the form of genes that are received

Algorithms can perform calculatio
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective
method, an algorithm can be
expressed within a finite amount of
space and time and in a well-defined
formal language for calculating a
function. Starting from an initial
state and initial input (perhaps
empty), the instructions describe
a computation that, when executed,
proceeds through a finite number
of well-defined successive states,
eventually producing “output” and
terminating at a final ending state.
transition from one state to the ne
is not necessarily deterministic; so
algorithms, known as randomized
algorithms, incorporate random
input. The concept of algorithm has
existed for centuries and the use of
the concept can be ascribed to Gree
mathematicians, e.g. the sieve of

Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves
by means of mutations, genetic drift and
natural selection. The process of natural
selection is based on three conditions. First,
every individual is supplied with hereditary
material in the form of genes that are

Algorithms can perform calculatio
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective
method, an algorithm can be
expressed within a finite amount of
space and time and in a well-defined
formal language for calculating a
function. Starting from an initial
state and initial input (perhaps
empty), the instructions describe
a computation that, when executed,
proceeds through a finite number
of well-defined successive states,
eventually producing “output” and
terminating at a final ending state.
transition from one state to the ne
is not necessarily deterministic; so
algorithms, known as randomized
algorithms, incorporate random
input. The concept of algorithm has
existed for centuries and the use of
the concept can be ascribed to Gree
mathematicians, e.g. the sieve of
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Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves by
means of mutations, genetic drift and natural
selection. The process of natural selection
is based on three conditions. First, every
individual is supplied with hereditary material in
the form of genes that are received from their

Algorithms can perform calculatio
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective meth
an algorithm can be expressed with
a finite amount of space and time an
in a well-defined formal language
for calculating a function. Startin
from an initial state and initial inpu
(perhaps empty), the instructions
describe a computation that, when
executed, proceeds through a finite
number of well-defined successive
states, eventually producing “outpu
and terminating at a final ending st
The transition from one state to th
next is not necessarily deterministic
some algorithms, known as random
algorithms, incorporate random
input. The concept of algorithm
has existed for centuries and the us
of the concept can be ascribed to
Greek mathematicians, e.g. the sieve o
Eratosthenes and Euclid’s algorithm

Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves by
means of mutations, genetic drift and natural
selection. The process of natural selection
is based on three conditions. First, every
individual is supplied with hereditary material
in the form of genes that are received

Algorithms can perform calculatio
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective met
an algorithm can be expressed with
a finite amount of space and time an
in a well-defined formal language
for calculating a function. Startin
from an initial state and initial inpu
(perhaps empty), the instructions
describe a computation that, when
executed, proceeds through a finite
number of well-defined successive
states, eventually producing “outpu
and terminating at a final ending st
The transition from one state to th
next is not necessarily deterministic
some algorithms, known as random
algorithms, incorporate random
input. The concept of algorithm
has existed for centuries and the us
of the concept can be ascribed to
Greek mathematicians, e.g. the sieve
Eratosthenes and Euclid’s algorithm

Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves
by means of mutations, genetic drift and
natural selection. The process of natural
selection is based on three conditions. First,
every individual is supplied with hereditary
material in the form of genes that are

Algorithms can perform calculatio
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective
method, an algorithm can be
expressed within a finite amount of
space and time and in a well-defined
formal language for calculating a
function. Starting from an initial
state and initial input (perhaps
empty), the instructions describe a
computation that, when executed,
proceeds through a finite number
of well-defined successive states,
eventually producing “output” and
terminating at a final ending state.
transition from one state to the ne
is not necessarily deterministic; som
algorithms, known as randomized
algorithms, incorporate random
input. The concept of algorithm
has existed for centuries and the us
of the concept can be ascribed to
Greek mathematicians, e.g. the sieve
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Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution occurs.
The biodiversity of life evolves by means of
mutations, genetic drift and natural selection.
The process of natural selection is based on
three conditions. First, every individual is
supplied with hereditary material in the form
of genes that are received from their parents

Algorithms can perform calculation
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective meth
an algorithm can be expressed within
a finite amount of space and time
and in a well-defined formal languag
for calculating a function. Starting
from an initial state and initial inp
(perhaps empty), the instructions
describe a computation that, when
executed, proceeds through a finite
number of well-defined successive
states, eventually producing “output”
and terminating at a final ending st
The transition from one state to the
next is not necessarily deterministic
some algorithms, known as randomi
algorithms, incorporate random inp
The concept of algorithm has existed
for centuries and the use of the conc
can be ascribed to Greek mathematici
e.g. the sieve of Eratosthenes and
Euclid’s algorithm; the term algorith

Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution occurs.
The biodiversity of life evolves by means of
mutations, genetic drift and natural selection.
The process of natural selection is based on
three conditions. First, every individual is
supplied with hereditary material in the form
of genes that are received from their parents

Algorithms can perform calculation
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective met
an algorithm can be expressed withi
a finite amount of space and time
and in a well-defined formal langua
for calculating a function. Starting
from an initial state and initial in
(perhaps empty), the instructions
describe a computation that, when
executed, proceeds through a finite
number of well-defined successive
states, eventually producing “output
and terminating at a final ending st
The transition from one state to the
next is not necessarily deterministi
some algorithms, known as random
algorithms, incorporate random
input. The concept of algorithm has
existed for centuries and the use of
the concept can be ascribed to Greek
mathematicians, e.g. the sieve of
Eratosthenes and Euclid’s algorithm

Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves
by means of mutations, genetic drift and
natural selection. The process of natural
selection is based on three conditions. First,
every individual is supplied with hereditary
material in the form of genes that are

Algorithms can perform calculation
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective
method, an algorithm can be express
within a finite amount of space and
time and in a well-defined formal
language for calculating a function
Starting from an initial state and
initial input (perhaps empty), the
instructions describe a computatio
that, when executed, proceeds throug
a finite number of well-defined
successive states, eventually produc
“output” and terminating at a final
ending state. The transition from o
state to the next is not necessarily
deterministic; some algorithms,
known as randomized algorithms,
incorporate random input. The conc
of algorithm has existed for centur
and the use of the concept can be
ascribed to Greek mathematicians,
e.g. the sieve of Eratosthenes and
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Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves
by means of mutations, genetic drift and
natural selection. The process of natural
selection is based on three conditions. First,
every individual is supplied with hereditary
material in the form of genes that are received

Algorithms can perform calculatio
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective
method, an algorithm can be
expressed within a finite amount of
space and time and in a well-defined
formal language for calculating a
function. Starting from an initial
state and initial input (perhaps
empty), the instructions describe
a computation that, when executed,
proceeds through a finite number
of well-defined successive states,
eventually producing “output” and
terminating at a final ending state.
transition from one state to the ne
is not necessarily deterministic; so
algorithms, known as randomized
algorithms, incorporate random
input. The concept of algorithm has
existed for centuries and the use of
the concept can be ascribed to Gree
mathematicians, e.g. the sieve of

Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves by
means of mutations, genetic drift and natural
selection. The process of natural selection
is based on three conditions. First, every
individual is supplied with hereditary material
in the form of genes that are received

Algorithms can perform calculatio
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective
method, an algorithm can be
expressed within a finite amount of
space and time and in a well-defined
formal language for calculating a
function. Starting from an initial
state and initial input (perhaps
empty), the instructions describe
a computation that, when executed,
proceeds through a finite number
of well-defined successive states,
eventually producing “output” and
terminating at a final ending state.
transition from one state to the ne
is not necessarily deterministic; so
algorithms, known as randomized
algorithms, incorporate random
input. The concept of algorithm has
existed for centuries and the use of
the concept can be ascribed to Gree
mathematicians, e.g. the sieve of

Evolution is the process of change in all
forms of life over generations. Evolutionary
biology is the study of how evolution
occurs. The biodiversity of life evolves
by means of mutations, genetic drift and
natural selection. The process of natural
selection is based on three conditions. First,
every individual is supplied with hereditary
material in the form of genes that are

Algorithms can perform calculatio
data processing and automated
reasoning tasks. As an effective
method, an algorithm can be
expressed within a finite amount of
space and time and in a well-defined
formal language for calculating a
function. Starting from an initial
state and initial input (perhaps
empty), the instructions describe
a computation that, when executed,
proceeds through a finite number
of well-defined successive states,
eventually producing “output” and
terminating at a final ending state.
transition from one state to the ne
is not necessarily deterministic; so
algorithms, known as randomized
algorithms, incorporate random
input. The concept of algorithm ha
existed for centuries and the use of
the concept can be ascribed to Gree
mathematicians, e.g. the sieve of
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AB C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T UV
WX YZÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆǼĆ Č Ç Ĉ Ċ Ð
Ď Đ É Ĕ Ě Ê Ë Ė È Ē Ę Ğ Ĝ Ģ Ġ Ħ Ĥ Ĳ Í Ĭ Î Ï İ
Ì Ī Į Ĩ Ĵ Ķ Ĺ Ľ Ļ Ŀ Ł Ń Ň Ņ Ŋ Ñ Ó Ŏ Ô Ö Ò Ő
Ō Ø Ǿ Õ Œ Þ Ŕ Ř Ŗ Ś Š Ş Ŝ Ș ẞ ŦŤŢȚ Ú Ŭ
Û Ü Ù Ű Ū Ų Ů Ũ ẂŴẄẀÝ Ŷ Ÿ Ỳ Ź Ž Ż ª º
AB C D E F G H I J KLMN O P Q R STUV
W X Y Z ÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆǼ Ć Č Ç Ĉ Ċ
Ð Ď Đ É Ĕ Ě Ê Ë Ė È Ē Ę Ğ Ĝ Ģ Ġ ĦĤ Ĳ Í Ĭ Î Ï İ
Ì Ī Į Ĩ Ĵ Ķ Ĺ Ľ Ļ Ŀ Ł Ń Ň Ņ Ŋ Ñ Ó Ŏ Ô Ö Ò Ő
Ō Ø Ǿ Õ ŒÞ Ŕ Ř Ŗ Ś Š Ş Ŝ Ș ẞŦŤŢȚÚ Ŭ
Û Ü Ù Ű Ū Ų Ů Ũ ẂŴẄẀÝ Ŷ Ÿ Ỳ Ź Ž Ż ª º

Uppercase
stylistic Set 02

A BC D E FG H I J K L MN O P Q R S T U V
W X Y Z ÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆǼĆ Č Ç Ĉ Ċ Ð
Ď Đ É Ĕ Ě Ê Ë Ė È Ē ĘĞĜĢĠ Ħ Ĥ Ĳ Í Ĭ Î Ï İ Ì
Ī Į Ĩ Ĵ Ķ Ĺ Ľ Ļ Ŀ Ł Ń Ň Ņ Ŋ Ñ Ó Ŏ Ô Ö Ò Ő
Ō Ø Ǿ Õ Œ Þ Ŕ Ř Ŗ Ś Š Ş Ŝ Ș ẞ Ŧ Ť Ţ Ț Ú Ŭ
Û Ü Ù Ű Ū Ų Ů Ũ ẂŴẄẀÝ Ŷ Ÿ Ỳ Ź Ž Ż ª º

Figures & Currency

0123456789¢¤$€£¥0123456789
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Punctuation & Symbols

: , ; … ! ¡ ? ¿ ‘ ’ “ ” ‚ „ « » ‹ › ( }/· • - – — _
\ ° ‘ “ ^ & * † ‡ ¶ @ © ® ™ § # № % ‰ | ¦
+ − ± × ÷ ¬ = ≈ ≠ < > ≤ ≥ ~ ∙ ∞

more of stylistic Set 02
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Unique
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like "TJ Evolette A MIX"

pre defined

pre defined

12345/67890
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x76 + y27 H2O
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1a 1o

1a 1o

Denominators, Numerators

Scientific Inferiors,
Subscript

Ordinals
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